
Eternal Prayer - Parsifal Enterprises

God give us a means in which we can talk,
To guide us along the roads of our walk;
Prayer is communion with the most holy beings,
It's seeking the truth and believing what you're seeing.

  

We close our eyes to impact on this,
Which really divine and comes from what is his;
It gives us a means in which we can ask,
And guides our way and leads us to task.

  

God required that we do talk to him,
When things seem troubled and our hopes are dim;
The good thing with God is he is always there,
To answer our hearts and relieve our despair.

  

It is also a way in which we can care,
To find out what's right and to be with him there;
When it comes from the heart it is really sincere,
As it turns all our doubts and relieves all our fears.

  

The beauty is not what we can have all ourselves,
But is blessed and perfected when it sits on the shelves;
For only a prayer that is offered of others,
Is fit for returning to our sisters and brothers.

  

Now prayer is eternal and that's why it must be,
So be careful you pray it and know you see;
For god asks a price we must be willing to pay,
That the cost would be met in a committed way.

  

Pray what you like but remember to wait,
For the merit of worthiness and time of the day;
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For god gives to those who believe in the heart,
And rejoices in the givers and not who are smart.

  

Well that is what prayer is eternally about,
And it's no good to cheat and no good to doubt;
But remember the reason and priority of place,
For Jesus will answer it buy name now in space.

  

Signed,

  

If God Could want
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